Wireless mesh networks extend the connectivity range of mobile devices by using multiple access points, some of them connected to the Internet, to create a mesh topology and forward packets over multiple wireless hops. However, the quality of service provided by the mesh is impaired by the delays and disconnections caused by handoffs, as clients move within the area covered by multiple access points. We present the architecture and protocols of SMesh, the first transparent wireless mesh system that offers seamless, fast handoff, supporting real-time applications such as interactive VoIP. The handoff and routing logic is done solely by the access points, and therefore connectivity is attainable by any 802.11 device. In SMesh, the entire mesh network is seen by the mobile clients as a single, omnipresent access point, giving the mobile clients the illusion that they are stationary. We use multicast for access points coordination and, during handoff transitions, we use more than one access point to handle the moving client. SMesh provides a hybrid routing protocol that optimizes routes over wireless and wired links in a multihomed environment. Experimental results on a fully deployed mesh network demonstrate the effectiveness of the SMesh architecture and its intra-domain and inter-domain handoff protocols.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless networks have changed the way people connect to the Internet, giving users the freedom to connect from anywhere within the coverage area of a wireless access point. Wireless mesh networks extend the wireless coverage area of an access point by having a few access points connected to a wired network, and allowing the others to forward packets over multiple wireless hops. A mesh network can span a large geographical area. Internet-connected access points (Internet gateways) may reside at different network domains, effectively creating a multihomed wireless mesh network.
When a user moves outside the range of an access point and closer to another, it switches its connectivity to the closer access point. This connectivity change involves a transition (handoff ) before being able to route packets to and from the new access point. Maintaining connectivity requires a handoff at two levels. An intra-domain handoff is required to transfer connectivity between the access points serving the mobile device. At a higher level, an inter-domain handoff between access points connected to the Internet may be required on existing connections. Both handoffs, which can occur simultaneously, must maintain all previously opened connections while transferring them as fast as possible. Ideally, the handoff should be completely transparent to mobile clients. There should be no interruption in network connectivity, and the communication protocols involved should follow the standards deployed in regular wireless devices. We call a wireless network that offers such a service a seamless wireless mesh network.
While cell phone networks solve the handoff problem using signaling embedded in their low-level protocols [Bejerano et al. 2002; Chiasserini 2002] , there are currently no efficient, transparent handoff solutions for wireless 802.11 networks. Even if they give the appearance of continuous connectivity to a roaming client, wireless networks provide connections that are in fact interrupted when a client transfers from one access point to the next, with delays that can be as long as several seconds [Mishra et al. 2003; Velayos and Karlsson 2004] . For some applications (e.g., transferring files), this delay may be acceptable (although it will lower the overall throughput). However, it is far too long for real-time traffic such as interactive voice over IP or video conferencing.
This article presents the architecture and protocols of SMesh [Amir et at. 2006 [Amir et at. , 2007 [Amir et at. , 2008 [Amir et at. , 2010 , the first transparent wireless mesh network that offers seamless fast handoff, supporting VoIP and other real-time application traffic. The entire handoff and routing logic is done solely by the access points, and therefore connectivity is attainable by any 802.11 mobile device, regardless of its vendor or architecture. In order to provide this level of transparency to mobile clients, our approach uses only standard network protocols. The entire mesh network is seen by the mobile clients as a single, omnipresent access point, giving the mobile clients the illusion that they are stationary.
Fast intra-domain handoff is achieved by controlling the handoff from the mesh infrastructure and by using multicast in the mesh network to send data through multiple paths to the mobile client during handoff. Access points continuously monitor the connectivity quality of any client in their vicinity and efficiently share this information with other access points in the vicinity of that client to coordinate which of them should serve the client. If multiple access points believe they have the best connectivity to a mobile client, and until they synchronize on which should be the one to handle that client, data packets from the Internet gateway (or another source within the mesh network) to the client are duplicated by the system in the client's vicinity.
Fast inter-domain handoff is achieved by using multicast groups through the wired network to coordinate decisions and seamlessly transfer connections between Internet gateways as mobile clients move between access points. New connections always use the closest Internet gateway at the time of their creation, while existing connections are forwarded through the wired infrastructure to the Internet gateway where they were originally initiated.
While duplicating packets and tightly coordinating the access points in a client's vicinity may seem to incur high overhead, this article quantifies the overhead and demonstrates it is negligible compared to data traffic.
We also show how our system optimizes peer-to-peer communication between mobile clients, utilizing the wired connectivity available at the Internet gateways to reduce wireless usage. The forwarding and coordination between the access points is done using our Spines messaging system [Spines] which provides efficient unicast, anycast, and multicast communication in an overlay network environment.
The contributions of this article are:
(1) the architecture and protocols of the first seamless wireless mesh network with fast intra-domain and inter-domain handoffs that support real-time applications such as interactive VoIP and video conferencing; (2) novel use of multicast for robust mesh Internet gateway to client communication, as well as for access point coordination; (3) novel use of anycast for mobile client to mesh Internet gateway communication; (4) a hybrid routing protocol for mesh communication that optimizes routes over wireless and wired links in a multihomed environment; (5) a set of experiments in a real-world deployment demonstrating the effectiveness of the SMesh system.
The rest of the article is organized as follows: The next section overviews related work, followed in Section 3 by a description of a generic wireless mesh network environment. Section 4 presents the architecture of our wireless mesh system, SMesh. Section 5 presents our fast intra-domain handoff protocol, which includes client monitoring, mobility management, and the fast handoff approach. In Section 6, we present our fast inter-domain handoff for multihomed wireless mesh networks, showing how TCP and UDP connections are separately handled to correctly route these packets. We present experimental results in Section 7, and Section 8 summarizes our contribution and concludes the article. 
RELATED WORK
Seamless mobility in wireless mesh networks must account for movement at two different levels: intra-domain, between access points 1 , and inter-domain, between Internet-connected access points potentially connected on different networks. As such, our work relates to previous work on wireless mesh networks, intra-domain handoff, and inter-domain handoff. In addition, our work relates to overlay networks, as the underlying communication infrastructure of SMesh relies on an overlay messaging system.
Good surveys addressing most of these areas are provided by Akyildiz and Wang [2005] and Akyildiz [2004] . Note that related work may also refer to intra-domain handoff as micromobility and to inter-domain handoff as a form of macromobility.
Wireless Mesh Networks
One of the first commercial mesh networks was Metricom's Ricochet network [Tang and Baker 2002] in the mid-90's. Ricochet nodes automatically routed client traffic through half-duplex wireless hops until reaching a hardline connection.
When the 802.11 standard was ratified in the late-90's, other mesh networks started to emerge. One of these is the MIT Roofnet project [Chambers 2002; Bicket et al. 2005] in which tens of access points with roof-mounted antennas form a mesh around campus. Other community and commercial mesh network implementations also exist, such as Rice University "Technology For All" in Houston and Urbana-Champaign Community Wireless Project [CUWiN] . Research on these networks has mainly focused on route maintainability and optimization rather than on handing off a mobile client's connection.
Microsoft Research has also done notable work in the area of mesh networks. Their Mesh Connectivity Layer (MCL) [Draves et al. 2004a ] creates a wireless mesh network between Windows clients. Their focus is on efficient routing protocols [Draves et al. 2004b ] along with the unique support for multiple radios on each node [Adya et al. 2004] . MCL requires a specific network driver on all mesh network participants, including the clients. Liu et al. [2003] studied the throughput capacity of hybrid networks that connect some of the nodes through the wired network to improve efficiency in the use of the wireless spectrum. In our routing strategy we also take advantage of the wired connections available at the gateways.
The IEEE 802.11s Mesh Networking standard, analyzed by , specifies three different types of mesh nodes. Mesh Points (MP) includes all mesh nodes that participate in the wireless backbone to increase the mesh connectivity. Some mesh points serve as Mesh Access Points (MAP), providing connectivity to clients within their wireless coverage area. Also, some mesh nodes may serve as mesh portals (MPP), connecting the wireless mesh
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Intra-Domain Handoff
Cell networks achieve smooth handoff by sharing information between towers about a given mobile device. This session data is used for routing and is updated whenever a phone switches cells [Bejerano et al. 2002; Chiasserini 2002] . The 802.11 standard lacks the handoff mechanisms available in today's cell network protocols.
Mishra et al. analyzed the link-level handoff performance in current 802.11 hardware [Mishra et al. 2003 ]. Approximately 90% of a handoff delay is attributable to the client adapter scanning for its next AP. Their experiments also illustrate that the practical handoff delay can vary widely depending on the vendors used for the client network card and the AP. Vatn also investigated the latency effects of a wireless handoff on voice traffic [Vatn 2003 ]. The conclusions echo those of Mishra et al. in that the handoff latency can vary widely depending on the hardware vendor used. Since our approach does not require reassociation during handoff, we do not suffer from these vendor-specific delays.
Ramani and Savage recently demonstrated that a quick link-level handoff is possible on 802.11 networks when the client monitors the signal quality of access points and uses a fast scanning mechanism to listen to all APs in range to choose the best one [Ramani and Savage 2005] . Their SyncScan system has achieved an impressive handoff as low as 5 ms. The fast scanning is achieved through driver modifications of the client's network adapter. On the contrary, our approach uses any unmodified 802.11 client.
Two well-known general approaches to intradomain handoff in IP networks are Cellular IP [Valkó 1999] and Hawaii [Ramjee et al. 1999 ]. In Hawaii, or Handoff-Aware Wireless Access Internet Infrastructure, messages are exchanged between the old gateway and the new gateway for forwarding packets. Cellular IP establishes routes based on the traffic from the client, and handoff takes place when a cross-over router is reached. A comparison of these two protocols is presented in Campbell et al. [2002] . In a different approach to mobility proposed by Caceres and Padmanabhan, access points send gratuitous ARPs to their upstream routers to create the illusion that mobile clients are always connected to the wired network [Caceres and Padmanabhan 1998 ]. These approaches rely on clients initiating the handoff process, and do not address the link-level handoff delay present in 802.11 networks when clients reassociate with another access point. Other approaches to intradomain handoff, such as TMIP [Grilo et al. 2001; Yokota et al. 2002] , and Sharma et al. [2004] , improve handoff latency in 802.11 networks but do not overcome these limitations. Other general approaches such as IDMP [Das et al. 2002] , SMIP [Hsieh et al. 2003 ], and HMIP [Soliman and Bellier 2004] focus on hierarchy to reduce the global signaling load and improve scalability. Most of these approaches require software be installed in the mobile clients. In contrast, we provide a complete link-level and network-level solution and propose a novel approach to seamlessly control the handoff from the infrastructure. Seshan et al. [1996] used a multicast approach in the Daedalus project to ensure timely delivery of client traffic during a handoff in a cell-based wireless computer network available in 1996. Later, Helmy et al. showed how fast handoff can be achieved in wireless networks by requiring mobile clients to explicitly join a multicast group to which packets are multicast-tunneled through the infrastructure [Helmy et al. 2004] . Multicast during handoff, referred to as simulcast, is also used during handoff in S-MIP [Hsieh et al. 2003 ]. Our approach also relies on multicast during handoff, but only in the mesh, to reach multiple access points, and therefore it does not require any modifications to the mobile client, thus supporting standard mobile devices of any architecture or operating system.
The IEEE has also been working on standardizing handover for wireless IP networks at two different levels. The 802.11r standard aims at providing fast Basic Service Set (BSS) transition by allowing clients to use their current access point as a conduit to other access points. The 802.21 standard aims at providing handover between different network types, commonly known as media-independent or vertical handover. These approaches require modifications to the 802.11 standard, and so to the access points and to every client device. In our approach, no modifications to the 802.11 standard are necessary.
Existing experimental wireless mesh testbeds that support client mobility include MeshCluster [Ramachandran et al. 2005] and iMesh [Navda et al. 2005] , both of which work with mobile clients in infrastructure mode. MeshCluster, which uses Mobile IP (MIP) [Perkins 1996 ] for intra-domain handoff, shows a latency of about 700 ms due to the delay incurred during access point reassociation and MIP registration. iMesh also offers intra-domain handoff using regular route updates or Mobile IP. Using layer-2 handoff triggers (no moving client), handoff latency in iMesh takes 50-100 ms. The approach was later used in a more realistic environment for improving VoIP performance in mesh networks, with similar results [Ganguly et al. 2006] . Our approach provides 802.11 link-layer and network-layer fast handoff by working in ad hoc (IBSS) mode, controlling handoff from the mesh infrastructure, and using multicast to send data through multiple paths to the mobile client to deal with incomplete knowledge and unpredictable moving patterns.
Inter-Domain Handoff
Two general approaches for supporting inter-domain handoff are Mobile IP (MIP) [Perkins 1996 ] and Mobile NAT . In MIP, a client binds to an IP address at the Home Agent (HA). As the mobile client moves to a different access point or domain, it receives a Care-of-Address (CoA) from a Foreign Agent (FA). The mobile client then registers its new CoA with its HA, and data is then tunneled through the HA. Our approach does not require binding the mobile client to a specific Home Agent, but rather ties each
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In Mobile NAT, a client receives two IP addresses through DHCP: a binding address for the network stack, and a routing address that will be visible in the network. As the mobile client moves to a different domain, the client may receive a new routing address. However, as end-to-end connections were initiated from the IP address of the network stack, which remains the same, existing connections will be maintained. The approach requires modifying the mobile client network stack to be aware of the protocol, and also changes in the standard DHCP protocol. Our approach does not require any modifications to the mobile client or the DHCP standard.
Overlay Networks
Overlay networks enable developers to implement new services on top of the IP network infrastructure without requiring special support from the underlying network. They are usually built as application-level routers to ensure flexibility and usability across platforms, at the cost of requiring packet to traverse through user space. Examples of application-level overlay routers include RON [Andersen et al. 2001 ], End-System-Multicast [Chu et al. 2000] , and Spines [Spines; Amir and Danilov 2003] .
RON routes packets through a user-level router on an overlay network to increase the reliability of the end-to-end path when compared to using the underlying direct path. End-System-Multicast also routes through an application router to support overlay multicast without infrastructure support.
Spines is a more generic overlay network that provides transparent multihop unicast, multicast, and anycast communication with a variety of link and end-to-end protocols. For example, semireliable links can recover from some loss in the overlay links while packets are independently forwarded to their destination in order to improve VoIP quality [Amir et al. 2005 ]. Spines has a socket-like interface that makes the interconnection with other components very easy. It uses an addressing space composed of virtual IP addresses and virtual ports. Regular socket calls such as sendto() or recvfrom() are mapped directly into Spines API calls. The SMesh system instantiates a Spines daemon on each wireless mesh node to manage group membership and to forward messages within a multihomed wireless mesh network.
ENVIRONMENT
A wireless mesh network is comprised of multiple access points, possibly distributed in several islands of wireless connectivity such as different buildings located close to each other or parts of the same building. Access points inside a wireless island can communicate with each other, potentially using multiple intermediate hops. We call each access point a node in the wireless mesh network. For Internet connectivity, one or more access points in each wireless island can directly connect to the wired network. Other access points rely on multihop communication to reach an Internet-connected node in their island. The mesh clients are regular 802.11 devices that communicate with the mesh nodes to get access to the network. We do not assume any specific drivers, hardware, or software present on the clients. Therefore, any regular unmodified mobile device should be able to use the mesh network transparently. Figure 1 depicts a general overview of the wireless mesh network paradigm. While the mesh nodes are usually stationary, mobile devices that connect to the mesh network can roam throughout the coverage area. This is one of the main differentiating factors between the mesh network and the Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) paradigm, where everyone (mesh nodes and mesh clients) can move and participate in the overall routing protocol.
Even though the mesh nodes are stationary, the mesh topology changes when wireless connectivity between the mesh access points changes, when nodes crash or recover, or when additional nodes are added to expand the wireless coverage.
THE SMESH ARCHITECTURE
Our goal is to allow mobile clients to freely roam within the area covered by the wireless mesh nodes, with no interruption in their Internet connectivity. All connections (reliable or best effort) opened at mobile clients should not be affected as the clients move throughout the coverage area served by the wireless mesh.
Following the preceding goals, we implemented SMesh [SMesh ], a wireless mesh network system that provides seamless connectivity to mobile clients. The software architecture of SMesh is shown in Figure 2 . Next we describe the two 
Communication Infrastructure
The mesh nodes create a relatively stable ad hoc wireless network. Within this network, the nodes need to forward packets over multiple hops in order to communicate with each other for reaching the Internet gateways or for coordinating decisions about serving mobile clients. The nodes also need to discover and monitor their neighbors and to automatically adjust the mesh routing in case of topology changes.
The communication infrastructure of SMesh relies on the Spines messaging system [Spines; Amir and Danilov 2003] . The Spines overlay network interconnects all nodes through direct links in the wireless network and through virtual links in the wired network. SMesh instantiates a Spines daemon on each wireless mesh node to forward messages within the wireless mesh. Each daemon keeps track of its own direct neighbors by sending out periodic hello messages. Based on the available connectivity, each node creates logical wireless links with its direct neighbors and uses a link-state protocol to exchange routing information with other nodes in the network.
The nodes flood link-state information using reliable links between direct neighbors. This allows the nodes to send only incremental updates, and only when network topology changes. Link-state updates contain only information about the wireless links that change their status. When there are no changes in topology, no routing information is exchanged. Considering that mesh nodes (access points) are mostly stationary and that topology changes are relatively rare, the incremental link-state mechanism incurs very low overhead. Note that in SMesh, mobile clients are not part of the mesh topology. While this link-state protocol may not be optimal for a mobile ad hoc network, it is suitable for the relatively stable network underlying our mesh of access points.
Running as a software router in user-space, Spines allows us to use multicast and anycast functionality in a multihop wireless environment without infrastructure support. A multicast group is defined as a class D IP multicast address while an anycast group is a class E IP address. Note that the groups are defined in the Spines virtual addressing space, not in the actual IP address space of the network. When a mesh node joins or leaves a group, the local Spines daemon informs all the other nodes in the network through a reliable flood similar to the link-state protocol. Only joins and leaves are flooded to the mesh nodes in the system. The group membership is maintained in Spines in tuples of the form (mesh node address, group address), such that each node knows all the groups that other nodes are members of.
Based on the group membership and available connectivity, Spines automatically builds multicast trees throughout the mesh network. A multicast data message follows the multicast tree corresponding to its group. Therefore, if several nodes in a certain vicinity join a multicast group, multicast messages exchanged between them will only be sent in that vicinity. An anycast data message follows a single path in the tree to the closest member of the group.
Multicast trees in Spines are built by optimizing on a metric that can be based on number of hops, link latency, or loss rate. In our tests, Spines could handle several hundred thousand group members on regular desktop machines and was limited only by the available memory to maintain the data structures. As we will show later, SMesh instantiates two groups for each client, with a few members in each group. The more limited Linksys WRT54G routers used in our experiments have enough memory to support at least one thousand mobile clients at the same time.
4.1.1 Topology Formation. The topology formation of the mesh network starts with each access point broadcasting its presence when it starts and periodically thereafter (in our case every 2 minutes). A node that receives a broadcast packet measures its signal strength to determine if it meets a minimum threshold to eliminate extremely poor/unstable links (in our case the threshold is 5% of the maximum measurable signal strength). Neighboring nodes with links that meet this threshold create bidirectional links and advertise their connectivity through a link-state protocol to other nodes in the network.
Internet gateways join a multicast group called Internet Gateway Multicast Group (IGMG) on which they periodically advertise their wired interface IP address. This multicast group is also handled by the underlying overlay infrastructure. When two Internet gateways receive each other's advertisements (which initially travels through the wireless infrastructure to the members of the multicast group), they connect through a wired overlay link. This way, the Internet gateways inside an island form a fully connected graph using their wired infrastructure, while the other access points inside the island interconnect based on the wireless connectivity. In order to interconnect wireless islands, at least one Internet gateway in each island needs to be preconfigured to connect to a set of Internet gateways such that an initial connected graph is formed. Then, multicast advertisements from all gateways will be propagated, Internet gateways will connect to each other, and eventually, a fully connected logical graph between all Internet gateways in all islands is formed.
Routing Metric.
In a mesh network with multiple Internet gateways, wired connections can be used to shortcut several hops of wireless communication, thus decreasing the number of wireless transmissions. For this reason our system maintains a hybrid overlay infrastructure, with both wired and wireless links. In general, in a combined wired-wireless routing metric scheme, it is reasonable to assume that a wired connection costs much less than a wireless link. On the other hand, depending on the network conditions it is possible that wired connections between Internet gateways have different costs (based on throughput, loss rate, latency, etc.).
Our approach uses the best route to a destination considering wireless connectivity as well as any hybrid route available, and allows for different routing metrics to be used both on the wired and wireless links. Considering that each wireless link can have an ActualCost metric of at least 1, we define the routing cost of a wireless link to be
where M is the maximum cost that can be associated with a wired path. For example, if a wired link can have a maximum cost of 10, and there are 5 access points connected to the Internet in the mesh network, the value of M is 40 (the largest number of wired hops in a path is 4), and the minimum cost of a wireless link is 41. The cost of a hybrid path is the sum of the cost of all the links. This mechanism gives preference to any wired link over a wireless one, and optimizes the wired path based on a desired metric. For example, we can use ETX [Couto et al. 2003 ] as the wireless ActualCost metric, and latency as the wired links metric.
Interface with Mobile Clients
SMesh provides the illusion of a single distributed access point to mobile clients. This is achieved by providing connectivity information to clients through DHCP [Droms 1997 ] and by always giving the same information (IP address, Netmask, and Default Gateway) to the mobile client.
Mobile Client Connectivity.
Each mesh node runs a DHCP server that is in charge of providing network bootstrap information, including a unique IP address, to a requesting client. We compute this IP address using a hash function on the client's MAC address, mapped to a class A private address of the form 10.A.B.C. A small portion of the private IP addresses in this range is reserved for SMesh nodes, and the rest are available to mobile clients. The MAC-to-IP mapping is advertised on a multicast control group (introduced in the next section as the Mobile Client Control Group) where nodes handling clients with the same IP address are able to detect a hash collision. In case of a hash collision, the client with the smallest MAC keeps the current IP and any other client in the collision gets a managed IP. This scheme decreases the amount of IP management in the network, while assuring that each client gets the same IP address from any SMesh node.
Of particular importance in the DHCP protocol are the Server ID, Default Gateway, and the T 1 , T 2 and Lease timers. The Default Gateway specifies the next hop router to use at the MAC level when sending to an IP address outside the client's netmask. The Server ID specifies the DHCP server IP address that the client should contact to renew its lease. The T 1 and T 2 timers specify when to start unicasting or broadcasting DHCP requests (DHCPREQUEST), and the Lease timer specifies when the client must release the IP address. After the Lease timer expires, all the connections at the client are terminated. If the access point responds to a DHCP request before the client's Lease time expires, it is able to keep all connections open. Table I shows our addressing scheme. We assign a small subnet to each client. Every client resides in a different subnet, thus forcing the client to send packets destined to the Internet or to a peer through its default gateway. The default gateway is set to a virtual IP address; there is no node in SMesh with that IP address. Instead, SMesh makes the client "believe" that this address is reachable by associating this IP address to a mesh node hardware address. This forces the client to route packets through a SMesh access point.
While each client in SMesh consumes 3 bits from the address space, there are still 21 bits available, which allows us to support over one million client IP addresses.
Section 5 explains how the virtual default gateway is mapped to a real access point, how we use the DHCP timers, and how an additional IP address in the client subnet is used to monitor its connection.
Packet Proxy.
Mesh nodes serve as default gateways for the mobile clients. A Packet Proxy module, depicted in Figure 2 , uses an interceptor to grab packets from a client, and a raw socket interface to forward packets back to the client.
Each mobile client is associated with a unique multicast group in the mesh, Client Data Group, for access points to receive client data. Mesh nodes in the vicinity of that client will coordinate to decide which of them should join that client's Data Group. Under normal circumstances, only one mesh node joins this group.
If the destination of a packet is a SMesh client, the packet is sent to the SMesh nodes that joined that client's Data Group. The mesh node sending this packet can be the Internet Gateway (for packets coming from the Internet) or a sending client access point (for packets originated by a different SMesh client). Upon receiving a packet for the client, each of the SMesh nodes that joined that client's Data Group forwards the packet to the client.
If the destination of a packet is the Internet, then the packet is sent by the originating client's access point to the closest Internet gateway by forwarding it to an anycast group that all Internet gateways join. Since clients reside in a private address space, Internet gateways perform a Network Address Translation (NAT) [Egevang and Francis 1994] before forwarding the packet to the Internet. When a response packet is received from the Internet, a reverse NAT is performed and the packet is sent to the appropriate Client Data Group.
Spines forwards the packets to the members of the client's Data Group using a multicast tree. This way, if the mobile client moved, and a different SMesh node joins the client's Data Group, the packets are forwarded to the newly joined SMesh node. The SMesh node(s) in the Client Data Group use a raw socket to deliver the packet, allowing the mobile client to receive the packets unmodified as if it had a direct connection to the end host. If there are multiple nodes in the Client Data Group, the client could receive duplicate IP packets. However, duplicate IP packets are dropped gracefully at the receiver (TCP duplicates are dropped at the transport level, and applications using UDP are supposed to handle duplicates).
FAST INTRA-DOMAIN HANDOFF PROTOCOL
Real-time applications such as VoIP require that packets arrive in a steady stream. Any burst of loss where consecutive packets are lost results in degradation of quality. In addition, in the case of VoIP, packets should arrive within 100 ms to prevent a noticeable delay that impairs interactivity, and delay variability should stay below 20 ms to ensure the highest quality of service [ITU-T] . Therefore, a handoff protocol should be fast enough to avoid any packet loss, and should ensure that packets are delivered to their destination in a timely manner.
When 802.11 devices are configured in infrastructure mode (BSS), they inherently perform their own scanning for a better access point. A layer-2 handoff takes place through a reassociation request/response process which can last as long as several seconds [Velayos and Karlsson 2004] . In addition, this handoff is both hard and forward; hard because the client can only speak with one access point at a time, and forward because the client cannot communicate with its old access point during the handoff process. A typical handoff will last about 500 ms, which translates to dozens of lost packets per handoff for VoIP applications.
In order to avoid this behavior and control the handoff solely from the access points, we configure both the access points and the mobile clients in ad hoc mode (IBSS). This is one of the standard modes of operation available on any 802.11-compliant device.
One way to perform the handoff in ad hoc mode is by relying on the DHCP protocol. For example, one can instruct the client to renew its lease every few seconds. Any access point that hears the DHCP request may respond and become the default gateway for the client. While this mechanism may provide some handoff capability, handoff can still take seconds as nodes need to wait for the client to initiate the DHCP transaction. Moreover, the client may connect through an access point that has a weak connection, while better access points may be available.
Instead of letting the client "decide" when the handoff should take place, we make the SMesh nodes track their connectivity to the client and force the client to change its access point when better connectivity is available. To achieve this without modifying anything on the client side, we provide the illusion of a single IP that never changes as the default gateway of the client and use gratuitous ARP messages to force roaming to the SMesh node with the best client connectivity.
The details of our intra-domain handoff protocol are described next. These include measuring and sharing the link quality metric to determine the best access point for each client, the use of overlay multicast groups for managing the clients, and the actual handoff process.
Mobile Client Monitoring

Seamless Heartbeat with DHCP and ARP.
In order to provide continuous connectivity and availability to the mobile client, we need to continuously monitor the client. To achieve seamless monitoring without any involvement from the client, we developed two strategies.
(1) DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) According to the DHCP standard [Droms 1997 ], the T 1 (Renew) and T 2 (Rebind) timers specify when to start unicasting and broadcasting, respectively, DHCP requests (DHCPREQUEST), and the Lease timer specifies when the client must release the IP address. After the Lease timer expires, all the connections at the client are terminated. When using the SMesh DHCP monitor, our DHCP server instructs the clients to renew their IP address every 2 seconds, thus serving as a heartbeat to keep track of the client.
In addition, the timers may be set so that the client unicast or broadcast their request every 2 seconds. On the down side, it employs a nonnegligible overhead as a DHCPREQUEST packet is at least 300 bytes long, and a DHCPACK is about 548 bytes. Another downside is that when the first DHCPREQUEST is lost, the time between this request and the next is platform dependent and usually more than several seconds. This is the approach we previously took in Amir et al. [2006] .
(2) ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) ARP [Plummer 1982 ] protocol is used to map an IP address to a hardware address (MAC), when a host (or router) wants to communicate with another host inside the same network. In general, given an IP address for which its corresponding hardware address is not present in the ARP cache of a client, the ARP module of that client will broadcast an ARP request packet. In addition to the source and destination IP addresses, this ARP request contains the MAC address of the source. The value of the destination MAC
is not yet known. All the hosts on the local network receive the packet and compare the destination IP with their own IP address. The host for which the IP address matches will issue an ARP reply, filling in the destination MAC field with its own MAC address. This packet is sent directly via unicast to the requesting client. However, even if the hardware address is known, we can still use this protocol to probe the client's link and estimate its loss rate. By using regular ARP requests, we can make the client either unicast or broadcast ARP responses. We instruct the client to send its reply to a special IP inside its subnet, with the MAC address of the access point that sent the reply (e.g., a heartbeat sent by access point 10.0.0.31 to client 10.11.12.25 is ARP packet "Who has 10.11.12.25? Tell 10.11.12.27 .", where the MAC address associated with 10.11.12.27 is set to be the real MAC of 10.0.0.31). This is necessary as the real IP address of the SMesh nodes is outside the client network. The advantage of using this approach is that, unlike DHCP, ARP packets are very small, only 28 bytes. In SMesh, we request an ARP reply from the client every one or two seconds. Also, to limit the number of access points probing the client, only the mesh node in the client Data Group periodically sends a request, and all nodes in the vicinity use the reply to compute the metric. This is the approach that we take in our current version of SMesh and for the experiments presented in this article.
It is also possible to use regular packets sent by the client to monitor its connectivity.
2 However, the approaches presented before are still necessary when the client is idle and there is no incoming/outgoing traffic.
Quality Metric.
We use any of the monitoring schemes described earlier to keep track of the quality of the links to mobile clients. Both schemes allow us to receive either unicast or broadcast replies from the client. Using broadcast instead of unicast eliminates the link-level retransmissions of the replies, which allows us to estimate more accurately the loss rate. Each SMesh node computes a client link quality metric based on the observed loss of a client's DHCP requests or ARP responses, using the weighted average decay function
where M is the link quality measure and D f is the decay factor. Current is a constant value which is set to 0 if the access point did not receive any DHCP or ARP probe packet's responses in the expected time, or is set to a maximum value if a probe packet is received. The access point calculates this function every second for each client in its vicinity. SMesh uses a decay factor of 0.8 to make the protocol resilient to occasional wireless losses of the probe packets, while maintaining its adaptability to network condition changes. SMesh uses a Current value of 50 to allow integer calculations with discrete mapping. The tie breaker between two access points having the same integer metric (in the range of 0-50) is according to the lowest IP of the access point.
Many wireless devices allow applications to capture packets through a monitoring interface. When the mesh node is also equipped with such an interface (as in the case of our Linksys routers), specific radio measurements from the received packet, as well as the complete 802.11 frame, is available to SMesh, as follows.
(1) RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) RSSI is a measurement of the radio signal strength. If the wireless interface is configured in monitor mode, an additional header is added by the wireless driver, which contains the RSSI information. One thing we must be aware of is that the RSSI value must be in the same range of values for all mesh nodes. If different card manufacturers are used, a conversion might need to be performed (e.g., Cisco Systems cards report a maximum RSSI value of 100, while Atheros cards report a maximum of 60). (2) 802.11 Retransmission Flag Every unicast packet transmitted in 802.11 needs to be acknowledged by the recipient. If the packet or the acknowledgment is lost, the sender retransmits the packet, and sets a retransmit flag in the 802.11 header. The maximum number of retransmissions is usually four. In our case, instead of using a broadcast heartbeat to know when packets are lost on the first transmission, we look at this flag to determine if the packet was lost on the first attempt.
The main advantage of using RSSI versus a loss-rate-only measurement is that we can start the handoff process to a better access point before there is any loss in the medium. The initial loss in the medium is usually masked by the 802.11 retransmissions, so the client sees this loss as an increase in latency for these packets. However, RSSI alone is not a good indication of the loss rate of a link, so we use it in conjunction with the loss rate, each contributing half of the total metric, adjusted with the decay function described previously, for measuring the quality of the link.
Intra-domain Mobility Management
Mobile Client Data Group.
A mesh node joins the client Data Group so that it can receive and forward data packets for that client, if it believes it has the best connectivity to the client based on link quality metrics it receives from other nodes.
Nodes in a Client Data Group receive data packets that need to be forwarded to the corresponding mobile client. If more than one node is a member of this group, duplicate packets will be sent to the client by each member of the group.
Our protocol must guarantee that, at all times, there is at least one member in the Data Group of each client, such that the client will be served by at least one mesh node. On the other hand, it would be wasteful to allow more than one node in the vicinity of a client to also be in the Data Group most of the time as this creates duplicate packets. Our protocol balances between these two conflicting goals (availability and efficiency).
Mobile Client Control
Group. In addition to the previously described Client Data Group, used to forward data packets in SMesh towards the access points serving the client, the access points in the vicinity of a client join a different multicast group specific to that client, called Client Control Group. The Client Control Group is used to share with other mesh nodes in the client's vicinity the link quality metric for a client and to decide which access point is best to serve that client. A mesh node joins a client's Control Group when it receives one heartbeat from the client, and leaves the group after not hearing from the client for some time. Both Control and Data group names are derived from client's IP address. For example, for a mobile client with address 10.A.B.C, a SMesh node will join the client's Control Group at 224.A.B.C and, if needed, the client's Data Group at 225.A.B.C. This maps every client to a set of two unique multicast groups. The link quality metric is shared by the access points periodically by posting it on the client's Control Group. Since only the nodes receiving a heartbeat from a client join the client's Control Group, the multicast overhead is localized only in the vicinity of that client and will not propagate beyond that in the network.
Client Handoff
Each mesh node has its own IP address that allows it to communicate with other mesh nodes. However, in order to provide a completely transparent handoff to clients, mesh nodes advertise a virtual gateway IP address to all clients as part of their DHCP offers and acknowledgments (DHCPOFFER and DHCPACK). Mobile clients set their default gateway to this virtual IP address regardless of which access point they are connected to. This way, mobile clients get the illusion of being connected to a single access point that follows them as they move. The IP address of the default gateway only appears in the DHCP offer. In all other IP communication with mobile clients, the default gateway does not even appear in the IP packets. It can be set to any valid IP address in the client subnet as the communication with the mobile clients is solely based on MAC addresses.
Our handoff mechanism uses gratuitous ARP messages to instantaneously change the access point used by the mobile client. A gratuitous ARP is an ARP reply packet that is not sent as a reply to an ARP request, but is rather sent in the local network voluntarily. Upon receiving such a packet, a host will update its ARP cache with the value it received. Typically, gratuitous ARPs are used by hosts to advertise their new hardware address when their network card is changed.
A mesh node starts the handoff process for a client when it believes it has the best connectivity to the client and its metric is at least Threshold higher than the metric of the current access point serving that client (i.e., Metric > Metric CurrentAP * (1 + Threshold) ). This Threshold helps prevent oscillations that are caused by small metric fluctuations when two or more nodes have similar metrics for a given client.
When a mesh node decides to serve that client, it sends a gratuitous ARP as a unicast, directly to the client, thereby changing the MAC address of its default gateway. Subsequent packets sent by the client will be sent to the new access point, following the new hardware address. All operating systems that we have tested accept gratuitous ARPs and begin using the new MAC-IP mapping immediately.
In addition to sending a gratuitous ARP to the mobile client, the mesh node joins its Data Group so that packets destined to the client start flowing through this access point. If another node is also a member of the Data Group, packets destined to this client are forwarded to both mesh nodes, and each of them forwards the packets directly to the mobile client. The mobile client may receive duplicate packets at this time. Using multicast helps achieve uninterrupted connectivity during handoff by: (1) sending packets through multiple access points to the mobile client, to deal with unexpected client movements while the best access point for the client is chosen, and (2) avoiding loss while route changes take place in the wireless mesh.
A mesh node that joins the Data Group of a mobile client immediately sends a metric update on the Control Group to inform any other node of its latest metric, noting that it is now a member of the client's Data Group. When a mesh node that is a member of the Data Group receives a link quality metric update that shows that a different node in the Data Group is better connected, it issues a Leave Request. Leave Requests, sent on the Control Group, are piggy-backed on link quality metric updates. A Leave Request can be acknowledged only by a node in the Data Group that believes that it has the best connectivity to the client. A node may leave the Data Group if and only if its request is acknowledged by at least one other node.
The state machine for handling mobile clients is depicted in Figure 3 , and the pseudocode depicting our algorithm is shown in Figure 4 . Note that a node checks periodically (line A4) if it should service the client, instead of checking immediately after receiving a metric update, to be less aggressive in taking a decision. However, nodes that are already servicing the client check their state immediately after receiving an updated metric (line F2) to service the handoff as fast as possible. During disagreements, more than one node may be a member of the Data Group for some time, until the disagreement is resolved.
When a node issues a Leave Request, it includes a unique id that increases each time the mesh node enters the RequestingToLeave state (line B11). A node can acknowledge a Leave Request only if it is currently the one handling the client (line D2). Note that a node cannot leave unless it receives an acknowledgment with the ID used in the last Leave Request (line E2). This mechanism guarantees that at least one node is a member of the Data Group at all times, unless this node crashes. Our experiments show that the complete handoff process described before usually takes less than a quarter of a second during handoff.
The performance of the handoff depends on making timely decisions about when a client should move to a different access point while also preventing unnecessary handoffs and limiting the amount of overhead per handoff. In general, the smaller the decay factor in the link quality metric, the quicker the client metric will be able to react to changing conditions. However, a small decay factor can trigger unnecessary handoffs and increase the amount of overhead in the system. In contrast, a large decay factor can delay handoffs for too long and lead to loss. In addition, while a small handoff threshold increases stability and reduces unnecessary overhead, a large value can cause loss as it affects the timeliness of decisions to start a necessary handoff. While a range of parameters in SMesh may perform well on a given environment, these trade-offs must be balanced to achieve a desired performance.
FAST INTER-DOMAIN HANDOFF PROTOCOL
Communication between mobile clients and the Internet is relayed through the closest Internet gateway to improve wireless usage. As mobile clients move within the wireless mesh network, they may get closer, network-wise, to a different Internet gateway in the same island, or they may move to a different wireless island. In this case, the anycast packets, which are forwarded to the closest Internet gateway, will no longer reach the original gateway. Therefore, a solution is required to maintain existing connections.
Mobile clients in SMesh reside on a private IP network, and a Network Address Translation (NAT) is required at the Internet gateway when communicating with an external host. Each Internet gateway has a different external IP address. Applications using TCP, and in some cases, applications running on top of UDP, require packets to be forwarded through the initial forwarding Internet gateway through the entire life of the connection. Changing one end-point of the connection (the IP address of the Internet gateway) is often impossible without breaking the existing connection, and therefore it is better for the handoff mechanisms to mask this problem inside the mesh network.
One potential solution is to exchange complete connection information (NAT tables) between the Internet gateways periodically and forward packets to the original owner of the connection using the wired connectivity. Such a solution can only be as fast as the time between two periodic NAT table exchanges, and cannot support real-time traffic such as VoIP. To support real-time traffic, one can advertise connection information to all the Internet gateways when the NAT entries are created. However, this technique tends to be wasteful, as not all mobile clients may move and change their Internet gateway. The problem is most notable when clients are browsing the Internet since many connections are established for each Web site and information about each connection is only relevant for a short amount of time.
Our interdomain handoff protocol provides transparent mobility on a NATed network with real-time performance. We treat UDP and TCP connections separately, detect the existing owner (the Internet gateway from which the connection was initiated) of a connection, and forward existing connections through their original owners.
4 Figure 5 shows the flowchart of the protocol, explaining how a packet is handled at an Internet gateway.
TCP Connection Handoff
A TCP session requires that source and destination IP addresses and ports remain constant during the life of the connection. Our mobile clients run in a NAT address space, and although connections are end-to-end, the Internet destination regards the source address as that of the Internet gateway that sent the first SYN packet. When a mobile client moves closer to a different Internet gateway, the new gateway must forward all packets of each existing connection to the original gateway that initiated that connection. On the other hand, new connections should use the Internet gateway that is closer to the client at the current time, and not be forwarded to an old gateway. In TCP, a SYN packet indicates the creation of a connection and generates a NAT entry, while a FIN packet indicates the destruction of the connection. If an Internet gateway receives a TCP packet that is not a SYN and it does not have an entry for that connection in its NAT table, it forwards that packet to the IGMG group (Internet Gateways Multicast Group). The original owner of the connection (the one that has it in its NAT table) relays the packet to the destination, and sends a message to the IGMG group, indicating that it is the connection owner for that NAT entry. Then, any gateway that is not the connection owner, will forward packets of that connection to the respective owner, finalizing the connection handoff process. Figure 6 shows the stages of such a TCP connection handoff.
If packets arrive at an Internet gateway at a fast rate, several packets may be sent to the IGMG group before the connection owner can respond. If no Internet gateway claims the connection within a certain timeout (in our implementation 3 seconds), the new gateway claims the connection, forwarding the packets directly to the Internet destination. The Internet host will then receive TCP data packets from an unexpected source that is not tied to an existing TCP socket, and will send an RST packet back to the sender of that packet. This will break the TCP connection at the SMesh client, but the connection will remain half-open at the Internet host until it attempts to send data on that connection. This is the expected behavior since it is likely that the Internet gateway that owned the connection crashed or lost connectivity to the Internet.
Other connection-based transport protocols such as DDCP [Kohler et al. 2006] could use the TCP handoff protocol.
UDP Connection Handoff
Most real-time applications use the best-effort UDP service and build their own protocol on top of UDP to meet specific packet latency requirements. Some applications, such as DNS, do not establish connections between participants. Others, such as SIP in VoIP, establish specific connections defined by a pair of an IP address and a port at both ends of the connection.
When an Internet gateway receives a UDP packet with a new pair of source and destination addresses or ports, it cannot distinguish between the case where this is the first packet of a new connection, and the case where the packet belongs to an existing connection established through a different Internet gateway.
We classify UDP traffic on a port number basis as connectionless and connection-oriented, and choose connection-oriented as the default protocol. Connectionless UDP traffic is forwarded directly after receiving it from the mesh network, on the current shortest path. DNS and NTP traffic falls into this category.
Upon receiving a new connection-oriented UDP packet that has an Internet destination, an Internet gateway relays that packet to its destination, and also forwards it to the IGMG multicast group that all Internet gateways join (as opposed to the TCP case, where the access point only sends packets to the multicast group). If the UDP packet belongs to a connection that was already established, the Internet gateway that is the original owner of the connection also relays the packet to the destination, and sends a response to the IGMG group advertising its ownership for that UDP connection. After receiving the response, the initial gateway will forward subsequent packets directly to the original gateway, and will no longer relay UDP packets of that connection (with the same mesh source address and destination addresses and ports) to the Internet. If a response does not arrive within a certain timeout (in our implementation 500 ms), the Internet gateway will claim ownership of the UDP connection, will stop forwarding packets of that connection to the IGMG group, and will continue to relay packets to the Internet. Note that with this approach, the end-host on the Internet may see duplicate UDP packets coming from different IP source addresses during handoff, and that the behavior at the Internet host is application specific (e.g., some may only process the UDP payloads and see duplicate packets, while others may drop the incorrectly sourced packet). However, correctly sourced packets always continue to flow to the Internet host, unless the Internet gateway handling the original flow loses Internet connectivity or crashes.
Discussion
Due to handoff and/or metric fluctuations, there is a slight possibility that the first few packets coming from a mobile client and belonging to the same flow alternate between two Internet gateways. This may lead to more than one gateways claiming the ownership of the connection. We encounter such case in TCP when a client retransmits a SYN connection request, and this request is routed through a different Internet gateway. In UDP, such case may occur when two different Internet gateways start forwarding client packets for the same connection at about the same time. One solution for TCP is to delay ownership decision until a full three-way TCP handshake is seen by the Internet gateway. For UDP, when there is more than one ownership request in parallel, the gateways can decide the rightful owner of the connection based on feedback traffic from the end-host (if available) or lowest IP address.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Setup
We deployed our system on 18 Linksys WRT54G wireless routers across several floors in four buildings at Johns Hopkins University. Each of the routers is equipped with one radio configured in ad hoc mode. Transmit power of the access points was set to 50 mW, and the data rate to 11 Mbps. All mesh nodes were configured using the same channel, and therefore mesh nodes compete for the medium. In each Linksys router, we replaced the original firmware with OpenWrt [OpenWrt] , an open-source Linux environment suitable for running the SMesh software.
We used two laptop computers as mobile clients, each equipped with a Lucent Orinoco 802.11b Mini-PCI card in ad hoc modes. We used Linux for all experiments that required precise timing measurements. Windows XP was used for a TCP throughput experiment, also demonstrating how SMesh operates with different client platforms. No software other than the benchmarking programs was installed on the laptop computers.
The topology of the wireless testbed used in the experiments is shown in Figure 7 . The topology consists of one main island with two Internet gateways, and another smaller island with one Internet gateway. The islands are disconnected due to a large open area between the buildings. However, a mobile client located between the two islands can reach both networks. Each of the Internet gateways is part of a different domain on the campus network and within 6 hops of each other through the wired network. Unless otherwise specified, the topology between the access points was static during the experiments. Each access point box has an identifier, referred to as node ID. The node ID of Internet gateways ends with digit 1 (mesh nodes 11, 21, and 31). The closest Internet gateway of mesh nodes is given by the prefix of the access point node ID (i.e., node 23 uses node 21 as its Internet gateway). In addition, the node IDs are ordered by number of hops from the gateway (i.e., node 23 is within equal or less number of hops from its gateway than node 24). These node IDs are only used to clearly present results in the manuscript. The actual SMesh system uses the box IP address as an identifier.
In the experiments, the SMesh monitor is set to unicast ARP requests to the client and to use loss rate and RSSI when computing the client metric. For the link quality measure we use a Current value of 50, and we set the decaying factor, D f , to 0.8. The Threshold for joining the Client Data Group is set to 12%. These numbers were picked from values that performed well on a range of experiments that coarsely searched the parameters space at normal walking speed. In our environment, these numbers provide a good trade-off between the granularity of the metric and handoff responsiveness. However, the values we chose are not universal and may need to be different on other environments.
Our experiments were performed with one mobile client inside SMesh communicating with a Linux machine that resides on the wired network (Internet), one wired hop away from the mesh Internet gateway. The SMesh client is referred to as Client and the Linux box on the Internet as Sky. In the experiments, we send full-duplex VoIP traffic, one stream from Client to Sky and another from Sky to Client. The VoIP traffic consists of 160-byte UDP packets sent every 20 ms at a rate of 64Kbps. This traffic is equivalent to that of G.711, the standard encoder used for VoIP communication. We focus our experiments on VoIP as a representative application that poses severe latency requirements.
Mesh nodes and mobile clients share a single wireless channel in the experiments. A mesh node forwarding packets for a full-duplex VoIP stream receives, transmits, and hears packets forwarded by next-hop nodes in each direction. Therefore, the number of packets in the medium is at least 300 pps around a forwarding mesh-node. While this does not fully utilize the medium, it is a nonnegligible amount that consumes over 30% of the capacity of the medium in 802.11b at 11Mbps.
We first perform a stationary test to set a baseline for experiments with a moving client, and then perform tests where we move throughout the mesh. We then test the fail-over performance when the access point of the Client or its closest Internet gateway suddenly crashes (by disconnecting the power plug of the relevant Linksys router). Finally, we add emulated clients into the system to determine how management overhead of the mesh network increases with the number of clients in the system. Note that each of the presented experiments was conducted at least three times. Figures that depict a single run of an experiment present a selected representative run.
For each experiment, we monitor the one-way latency of each packet, the number of lost packets, and the number of duplicate packets. The one-way latency is adjusted taking into account the difference between the clocks at the Client and Sky machines. For VoIP communication, it is important to track the delay jitter as well as how many packets arrive within 100 ms, since packets that arrive later are considered lost by the audio codec. Based on tcpdump logs, we reconstruct the handoff decisions and compute the communication overhead. We present handoff information in graphs, noting the number of wireless hops from each mesh node to the Internet gateway. Note that the Client is connected to the access point through a wireless link, and therefore its latency is influenced by this additional link. When we state the number of hops of an access point, we do not count the wireless hop from the client to its current access point.
Measurements
Stationary Client.
This test is performed with the mobile client being stationary, in a fixed position for the duration of the entire test. UDP traffic consisting of 15,000 packets (about 5 minutes) was sent simultaneously in each direction: from the Internet box (Sky) to a mobile client (Client), and from Client towards Sky. The packet latencies are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 the handoff is received. For example 12 1 the right side of the graph refers to node 12 in our topology, which is 1 hop away from the Internet gateway. We notice that even though the client is stationary, its access point changes between two nodes in its vicinity: box 13 1 , and then box 12 1 . This happens because wireless connectivity varies, and over time, different access points have a better connection to the Client.
For the first stream (Client is the receiver, Figure 8 ), the number of lost packets is 1 (packet #6,661), and the number of duplicate packets is 3. This amounts to an overhead due to duplicates during handoffs of .01%. During this experiment, 4 packets (0.02% of the total traffic) are delayed by more than 100 ms, and all packets arrived in less than 200 ms. The handoff process started at packet 7,076, therefore, no loss occurrs during the handoff. As expected, the duplicate traffic occurrs only during the handoffs. The reverse stream (Sky, is the receiver, Figure 9 ) also has 1 packet loss (packet #11,508), and no duplicate packets. Only 1 packet arrived later than 100 ms, but before 200 ms. In all the intra-domain tests when the Internet box (Sky) is the receiver, the number of duplicate packets must be zero: the packets are sent only once by the client (only to its current access point), in contrast to the other direction (from Sky to the Client).
The number of duplicate packets is about one order of magnitude smaller than the results reported in the original conference paper [Amir et al. 2006] . One reason for the improvement is that the original SMesh system evaluated a node's status at periodic intervals while the current version evaluates a node's status as soon as it gets a metric update on the Data group. In addition, the current version sends a Leave Request immediately after learning that a better connected node decides to handle the client (Figure 4 line F3) . Figure 10 presents the overhead introduced by SMesh in comparison with data traffic sent and received by the client during the experiment. The overhead traffic represents the control traffic sent and received by one of the mesh nodes in the client vicinity (mesh node 13). The bandwidth measured is higher than the full-duplex 64Kbps UDP stream we sent, due to the IP and UDP headers that accumulate on the relatively small (160 byte) packets.
Control traffic from our system is represented as the bottom traffic line. It combines the the Spines traffic (joins and leaves from multicast groups, hello keep-alive messages, link-state updates) and the traffic on the client's Control Group (link quality updates, leave requests, and acknowledgments). Spines sends keep-alive messages of 40 bytes every 4 seconds. Link-state updates are sent only when the mesh topology (formed by access points) changes. Join and leave messages are sent only when a SMesh node (access point) joins or leaves a group. These types of messages are aggregated such that a single Ethernet packet can contain up to 90 updates. In order to keep track of the clients (posting link quality measures, sending ARP packets), an SMesh node sends about 20 bytes in each update, sent every few seconds, for each client in its vicinity.
As is depicted in Figure 10 , a handoff takes place around second 140. The overhead during handoff is shown in detail in the zoomed graph on the left of the figure. The increase in control traffic represents the moment when node 12 decides to join the Data Group, sending a join message to Spines (join and leave operations generate a state update in the Spines overlay network). As a consequence, there is a small spike in the data traffic since data packets are duplicated. Right after, the old access point decides to leave the client Data Group (it sends a Leave Request and it immediately receives the acknowledgment). All of the preceding takes place in less than a second, and the overhead related to the handoff is represented by the spike in the control traffic during handoff.
Intra-Domain Handoff for a Moving Client.
In this test, the client starts at the stationary position of the previous experiment, moving on a 5-minute trip across two floors and ending in the original position. We disconnect nodes 21 and 31 from the Internet, leaving only a single Internet-connected node in the mesh to demonstrate the intra-domain handoff performance of SMesh. We use the stairs to move between the floors. During the test, the client changes its access point 10 times, spanning from zero hops away (11 0 ) to four hops away (26 4 ) (node 26 needs to reach node 11 when routing traffic to the Internet). Note that the wireless hop between the client and its current access point is not counted in the number of hops in the network (so there is effectively one more wireless hop end-to-end).
The latency graphs for each of the two VoIP streams are shown in Figures 11 and 12 , respectively. Each additional hop on the path from the Client to the Internet gateway results in an increase in packet latency: between sequence numbers 0 and 1,315 we are zero hops away, between 1,315 and 4,298 one hop away, and between 4,292 and 5,794 two hops away. The number of packets that did not arrive within 100 ms on the Client and Sky is 25 and 13, respectively. All packets arrived within 200 ms.
The data stream flowing toward the Client had 3 lost packets, and resulted in 23 duplicate packets. Figure 13 presents the cumulative number of lost packets in a window that includes the last 20 packets. The first loss occurs at packet 1,419, about 100 packets after the handoff; this loss occurs due to loss in the medium. The second loss is far from any handoff, occuring due to loss in the medium as well. The third loss, however, occurs at packet 10,952, and the handoff starts at packet 11,094, or about 2.8 seconds after the loss. This loss contributed to lowering the metric, and to triggering the handoff. There is a possibility that the loss could have been prevented if the handoff would have happened earlier. While possible, our threshold (set at 12%) attempts to balance stability with handoff performance. However, most of the handoffs were performed in a timely fashion without any loss before, during, or after the handoff. None of the losses in the experiment occured during the handoff itself. Figure 14 shows the cumulative number of duplicate packets received in a window containing the last 20 packets. Note that duplicate packets occur only during handoffs. We can see that there is a correlation between the distance between the mesh nodes involved in the handoff and the number of duplicate packets. For example, nodes 15 and 16 are direct neighbors, and one to two duplicates are seen during a handoff between these nodes. In contrast, nodes 16 and 26 are furthest from each other, 6 wireless hops, and three to four duplicates are recorded in such a handoff. In our approach, a node needs to learn about some other node taking over the connection, request to leave, and receive an acknowledgment, before it can leave the Data Group associated with the Client. In addition, the multicast leave operation needs to propagate through the network.
The number of duplicates in our experiments show a lower bound for our network; one can allow for more time to elapse before acknowledging a leave request to ensure that the state is fully propagated through the network before a multicast leave operation is issued. This will usually be a function of the diameter of the mesh network and the timeouts for propagating state updates in each hop. While we did not experience any loss during handoff, allowing for longer period of time may be useful in larger deployments. For example, a 400-node mesh network with a diameter of 40 may require us to wait 200 ms to propagate the state, which would result in at least 10 additional duplicates per handoff with our VoIP stream.
The stream flowing toward Sky, depicted in Figure 12 , has 2 lost packets and, as expected, no duplicates. Figure 15 represents a zoomed view of the handoff occuring at sequence 8,526, for the same experiment. The dots represent the packets forwarded by the previous access point (node 26), and the crosses represent the packets forwarded by the new access point (node 16). The vertical line shows when the client received a gratuitous ARP from the new access point (node 16). This is the handoff that experienced the most number of duplicates, and at the same time, between the nodes that are the most number of hops away from the Internet gateway and from each other.
In the same experiment, a gratuitous ARP from node 16 is received just before packet 8,526. However, there are no duplicates until packet 8,528. When a node makes a local decision to start handling the client, it issues a gratuitous ARP in addition to a multicast join for the Data Group for the client. However, this multicast join needs to propagate and routes need to be established before packets start flowing toward the new access point. In this case, it takes about 25 ms for this to happen, which is consistent with the number of hops between the nodes and our choice of timers 6 in the system. When communicating with a node in the Internet, this delay depends on the number of hops from the node joining the client Data Group and the Internet gateway. Starting at packet 8,528, there are four duplicate packets received by the Client. As previously explained, the number of duplicate packets depends on the number of hops between the nodes involved in the handoff. We can see a slight increase in latency during handoff, which is caused by the increase in congestion in the wireless network. The latency drops slightly afterwards as the new access point is one hop closer to the Internet gateway.
Inter-Domain
Handoff for Connection-Oriented UDP Streams. In this experiment, we walk with a mobile client from the 3rd floor of a building located in the main island to a hallway in the second floor, followed by going down to the ground floor. Then, while walking outside on an open grass area we end up reaching the second island. This movement results in a few access point handoffs and at least three Internet gateway handoffs.
Figures 16 and 17 show the one-way packet latency for packets received at Client and Sky, respectively. The horizontal lines IG HO separate the graph into three areas defined by the Internet gateway forwarding the mobile client's packets to and from the Internet. An inter-domain handoff occurs when the dotted line, showing the current access point serving the client, crosses one of the horizontal lines.
An initial latency of about 5 ms represents the latency when going through the Internet gateway that is the owner of the connection. We then move between three different access points, each is one hop away from the original gateway, and the latency remains constant at around 9 ms. The following handoff, around packet 5,000, shows the first inter-domain handoff in the system; the new node handling the client, node 22, is closer to a different Internet gateway, node 21. Although the number of wireless hops remains the same, the latency increases as there is additional processing at the Internet gateways and the wired network needs to be crossed. However, the increase in latency is not symmetrical. The reason is that there is additional overhead in processing packets that flow toward the Internet as they need to be sent to our SMesh process one additional time. Figure 18 shows the packets lost at Sky. There are only 8 packets lost, but no losses occur during inter-domain handoffs. The number of packets that arrive late, after more than 100 ms, is 2 in the stream from Sky to Client and 0 in the stream from Client to Sky. All packets were received within 200 ms. Considering the total number of packets (15,000 in each direction), very few packets are lost or delayed.
In Figure 19 we depict the duplicate packets received by Sky. These duplicates are caused by inter-domain handoffs. There is only 1 duplicate packet on the stream in the entire experiment, occurring during the first Internet gateway handoff. Since Box 21 is not aware initially whether the packet belongs to a new or an already existing connection, it sends the traffic both to the IGMG group and to the final destination (as explained in Section 6.2). Because node 11 already has a connection established for that stream in its NAT entries, it forwards the packet to the Internet destination, and at the same time, it notifies the other gateways that it is the owner of the connection, by sending an acknowledgment to the IGMG group. As soon as node 21 receives an owner- ship acknowledgment from node 11, it stops relaying packets to Sky and starts forwarding the packets to node 11. Recording only 1 duplicate packet received by Sky implies that the inter-domain handoff took less than 20 ms to complete in this case. Note that after the notification, all gateways learn about the ownership of that connection. This is the reason there are no duplicates in the second gateway handoff from node 21 to node 31, which occurs before packet 14,000.
7.2.4
Peer-to-Peer UDP Test. During this experiment, one mobile client is stationary while the other walks through the same path as the previous experiment. Routing decisions are based on the path that decreases the number of wireless hops between the clients in the hybrid wired-wireless overlay network. The stationary Client is connected to node 22 at all times; the Client does not experience any handoff throughout the experiment.
Figures 20 and 21 show the one-way latency of packets as they are received at each client. The initial latency represents 3 wireless hops plus 1 wired hop. This is because there is one wireless hop between the mobile client and node 11, plus one wired hop between node 11 and node 21, plus two wireless hops between node 21 and the stationary client that is connected to node 22. A direct route that did not use the hybrid wired-wireless route would have used an additional wireless hop in order to route packets between the clients (using the wireless path from node 11 to node 12 to node 22). Around packet 2,000, the latency increases slightly as mesh nodes 13 and 14 require one additional wireless hop through the hybrid route toward the stationary client. Around packet 5,000, the mobile client connects to mesh node 12. Instead of using the wired-wireless hybrid path, the node uses a direct path because the cost in terms of wireless transmissions is the same. However, there is a decrease in latency of about 3 ms, which represents the cost of going through the wired network plus one additional application-level router.
Overall, 13 packets are lost in one direction and 11 in the other. A maximum of two consecutive packets is lost around packet 9,000. As the wireless medium is shared, a sudden loss may be triggered by a number of factors including external wireless communication or interference from our own wireless network. Also, losses can trigger a handoff when in conjunction with RSSI, the metric of a mesh node that is starting to have better connectivity increases above the threshold. In most real-time applications, the effect of a relatively small number of packets being lost can be compensated with no interruption in service or significant quality degradation.
There are only 18 duplicates over the 8 handoffs experienced by the mobile client, 51 packets arrived after 100 ms out of which 2 packets arrived after 200 ms. The other client did not experience any handoff and therefore no duplicate packets occur in this direction.
7.2.5 TCP Handoff Test. This experiment demonstrates the TCP download-throughput achieved by the mobile client as it moves through various floors in our building. We use a TCP application to send data as fast as possible through a regular TCP connection, effectively emulating a file download application. Figure 22 shows the test performed with a single Internet-connected node (mesh node 11) in the wireless mesh. There are a total of 10 handoffs during this experiment. The throughput is 3Mbps when the client is connected directly to the Internet gateway. As the number of hops increases, the throughput decreases to about 1Mbps. The throughput increases back to the original level as we return to the location where the test has started. The TCP connection remains open with packets continuously flowing throughout the test. Figure 23 presents the TCP download throughput experienced by the mobile client with all Internet gateways connected to the Internet in our multihomed wireless mesh network. There are 9 handoffs during this experiment. The throughput is initially the same as in the previous test, at approximately 3Mbps. As the number of hops increases, the throughput decreases to about 1Mbps. The inter-domain handoff takes place around second 130, where we see the throughput going up to about 2.3Mbps. In contrast, in Figure 22 , the throughput remains at around 1Mbps when connected to the same node. As before, the TCP connection remains open with packets continuously flowing throughout the test.
7.2.6 Handoff Performance. In this section we show the performance of 100 handoffs when a full-duplex VoIP stream is sent between a mobile client and an Internet host. We look at the performance of the system in the vicinity of each handoff on a 1-second window, from 500 ms before the start of a handoff to 500 ms after the start of a handoff. Every handoff finished before the end of the analyzed window. Figure 24 presents the number of losses and Figure 25 presents the number of duplicates that occur at the vicinity of a handoff. About 90% of the handoffs result in no loss, while most of the others result in a single loss. While it may be possible to prevent some of these losses with a more aggressive handoff metric, the trade-off is that such an approach may trigger unnecessary handoffs and therefore increase the overhead of the protocol. In terms of duplicate packets, most handoffs experience about 2 duplicates toward the mobile clients and none in the other direction, with some duplicates occurring during inter-domain handoff. Figure 27 shows the delay jitter for packets received inside the 1-second handoff window. The jitter graphs include packets received by both the mobile client and the Internet host. A large variation in the delay jitter can have a negative effect on the play-out buffer at the endpoints of the VoIP stream. In our test, the Inter Quartile Range (IQR), which represents the difference between the 25 and the 75 percentile, is just 2.2 ms outside a handoff, and 3ms during handoff. The difference between the 5 and the 95 percentile is 9.4 ms outside the handoff, and 16 ms during handoff, showing that there is an increase in jitter during handoff. This increase can be attributed to 802.11 retransmissions as the mobile client may be starting to lose connectivity with the old access point just before the handoff, and to an increase in contention for the medium while duplicate packets are sent to the mobile client. Figure 15 also shows that there is a slight increase in jitter during handoff. Considering that a jitter of less than 20 ms is considered excellent by VoIP applications, the quality of the voice is not impacted by the jitter experienced in the mesh network. In summary, SMesh hardly has losses and duplicates during handoff. While there is a trade-off between the parameters used by SMesh to control the responsiveness of the handoff, we can see that there is little room for optimization with the chosen parameters in our environment.
7.2.7
Mesh-Node Fail-Over. This experiment evaluates the fail-over performance of the system when the access point currently serving the client suddenly crashes. We use a stationary client connected to access point 13, sending a VoIP stream to the Sky box. As the Client is sending packets, we suddenly disconnect the power at node 13. Figure 28 shows the packets lost at Sky from the Client when node 13 fails. We can see that there are 5 intervals of loss close to each other. The first loss interval occurs as the Client keeps sending packets to node 13 after it fails. Shortly thereafter, node 12 notices it does not receive link quality measures from node 13, and sends a gratuitous ARP to the client, forcing its handoff. In our topology, the minimum hop distance routing selects the route between nodes 12 and 15 to go through node 13. After node 13 crashes, node 12 and node 15 do not receive link quality updates from each other, until routing in Spines is repaired. Therefore, both nodes 12 and 15 believe they have the best link quality to the client. They both insist on taking over the connection from the client, sending ARP messages to it. We can see this behavior in the six handoff oscillations depicted in Figure 28 . Since node 15 does not have a route to the Internet gateway until the routing protocol in Spines detects the failure (its original route went through node 13), whenever it takes over the Client, the data packets are lost. This explains the following intervals of loss after the initial handoff. After Spines detects the failure and the network routes are fixed, packets from the Client are no longer lost (both nodes 12 and 15 can reach the Internet gateway). However, it takes a few more seconds for nodes 12 and 15 to send their link quality measures to each other and decide which one should serve the Client. Indeed, Figure 28 shows three more handoffs between nodes 12 and 15 until 12 is selected to serve the client. 
Internet Gateway Fail-Over. It is interesting to see what happens
when the Internet gateway used by a TCP connection suddenly fails. If that Internet gateway is the owner of the connection, then we expect that the connection will break. However, if the Internet gateway is not the owner of the connection, but rather the one closer to the mobile client that forwards packets to the owner Internet gateway, we expect the mesh network to discover the failure and adjust the routing such that the data packets will reach the owner gateway using a different path.
In this experiment we start a TCP connection between Client and Sky and then move the client to the vicinity of a different Internet gateway, forcing a gateway handoff to occur. We then unplug the power of the current Internet gateway. Figure 29 presents the evolution of a TCP flow where the x-axis depicts the time and the y-axis depicts the packet sequence number. The graph starts after the first handoff from the original gateway. The graph shows about 8 seconds of disconnection required for the mesh network to detect the failure and adjust its routing. After that, it takes a few more seconds for TCP to catch up with the original rate. The network reacting to the failure in a timely manner prevents the disconnection of the TCP connection, overcoming the current Internet gateway crash. 7.2.9 Overhead. In this experiment, we measure the management overhead of the system as additional mobile clients are introduced into the network. We evaluate the control traffic required to propagate routing and group membership information, to handle client mobility, and to maintain the network's topology. We focus on the overhead of the control traffic, as the overhead caused by duplication of data packets was discussed in the previous experiments.
There are five main components of the control traffic.
-Hello messages. The mesh-nodes send beacon messages of 40 bytes every 5 seconds in order to discover changes in the topology (node crashes or additional nodes in the system). This traffic does not depend on the number of mobile clients in the system or on their mobility. -Link-state updates. These messages propagate information about mesh connectivity changes. The state update messages are small (under 36 bytes), and multiple states are aggregated into a single packet whenever possible. Since the mesh nodes are stationary and the topology is relatively stable, and because we use reliable state updates, this overhead is negligible (basically 0 in our experiments). Therefore, we do not consider it in our analysis. -Group-state updates. These are the messages used to exchange group membership information between the nodes. The state update messages are also small (under 36 bytes), and multiple states are aggregated in a single packet whenever possible. The number of group state updates is highly related to the mobility and the number of clients. As a client moves, some mesh nodes will join its Control Group and Data Group, while others will leave. -Gratuitous ARP messages. Gratuitous ARP messages are sent by the members of Data Groups as described in Section 5.3. The size of an ARP packet is 28 bytes. As mobile clients change their access points as they move, the ARP traffic depends mostly on the number of the clients and their mobility. -Monitoring messages. These are ARP heartbeat packets that are sent (and received) by the access points to assess the quality of the link with a client.
In our experiments, an access point probes a client every second. This component of the control traffic increases linearly with the number of clients. -Link Quality updates. Nodes in the vicinity of a mobile client send 68-byte messages periodically, to share information about the link quality between the members of the Control Group, and during handoff. The Link Quality traffic depends on the number of clients and their mobility. In addition, Internet gateways generate some overhead traffic on the wired network during the inter-domain handoff. Data packets are multicasted over the wired network to all other Internet gateways until the owner of the connection responds. In our tests, this process takes between 10 ms-60 ms. After the first handoff of a connection takes place, all Internet gateways are informed about the owner of that connection, and therefore new data packets are sent directly to the connection owner. As opposed to the intra-domain overhead, which depends on the number of clients, the inter-domain overhead is directly proportional to the number of connections each client has. However, the traffic generated by the inter-domain handoff is small, and uses only the wired network. We first measure the overhead traffic in tests with different numbers of stationary clients: 18, 36, 54, and 72. The clients are evenly spread over the mesh network, which corresponds to 1, 2, 3, and 4 clients, respectively, connected to each access point in our testbed. In the second test we evaluate the system while the clients are moving through the coverage space, each one randomly switching its access point about every minute.
To support such experiments, which require a large number of simultaneous users, we implemented a client emulator that generates the appropriate traffic associated with a regular client. From the SMesh system perspective, there is no difference between an emulated client and a real client. We note that our emulator does not account for collisions between emulated clients running on the same node (on average 4 clients on a single wireless node when testing 72 clients), which should incur a small additional overhead in a real system. Overall, we believe our results show a good approximation of the overhead traffic that would be generated by a system with the same number of real clients.
Our measurements reflect the traffic seen by a single mesh node, node 11. For each type of traffic, we measure the overhead traffic considering the full size of the packets including the IP and UDP headers (Figure 30) .
During stationary tests, the highest bandwidth consumer is the link quality update traffic. The average throughput of Link Quality messages per second increases from 19,258 bps-78,362 bps. The second worst consumer (although five times smaller) is the link monitoring traffic, which linearly increases from 1,106 bps-5,564 bps. The rest of the traffic is low: as expected, the hello protocol has a constant overhead, which amounts to approximative 633 bps (1.16 average messages per second) while the traffic generated by joins and leaves remains below 700 bps. The gratuitous ARP traffic is negligible as the clients are stationary. Overall, the average overhead increases linearly with the number of clients, from 20.7Kbps for 18 clients to 82.2Kbps for 72 clients. During tests with moving clients, the highest bandwidth consumer continues to be the link quality traffic, with a maximum of 117,436 bps for 72 clients. However, the second is now the group membership traffic, which grows from 2,962 bps for 18 clients to 15,627 bps for 72 clients. This is because the movement of the clients resulted in increased activity on their Client and Data Groups. Since the clients move randomly in the network, the density per node remains about the same throughout the experiments, therefore the link quality monitoring traffic is about the same as in the stationary test. The gratuitous ARP traffic is higher than before (each client experiences a handoff approximately every minute, which corresponds to more than one handoff per second in the entire network) but overall it is extremely low. The network topology between mesh, nodes remains unchanged, generating the same amount of hello traffic. Overall, the average overhead increases linearly with the number of clients, from 22.5Kbps for 18 clients to 127.1Kbps for 72 clients.
The aggregate management overhead increases linearly with the addition of clients, from 1.4Kbps per client for stationary clients, to 1.9Kbps per client for moving clients.
Finally, we demonstrate the operation of the system in a more diverse scenario, and show the overhead traffic sent and received by node 11 during the experiment (Figure 31 ). We start with no clients in the system (section A), and then gradually add 72 stationary clients evenly spread in the mesh network (section B). All the clients are stationary for some time (section C), after which half of them start to move (section D).
Throughout the experiment, the hello and gratuitous ARP traffic remains very low, compared to other components. As clients join the network, we see a small increase in the client monitoring traffic, which remains stable after all the clients are connected. In contrast, as clients join the network, we see a significant increase in group state update traffic due to mesh-nodes joining the Control and Data groups for the clients in their vicinity. Because the clients are stationary, this traffic goes back to zero after the updates have propagated in the network (section C). However, when some of the clients start to move (section D), the group state overhead traffic increases again because of membership changes in the Control group (due to new clients coming within the vicinity of mesh node 11) and the Data group (due to handoffs). In the same way, link quality traffic increases while the clients join the network, but afterwards remains high since mesh nodes periodically share link quality information. We notice a small increase in this traffic when clients move (section D), mainly due to more clients coming within the vicinity of node 11.
Experiments Summary
The experiments demonstrate that the SMesh protocols provide real-time handoff, with low overhead caused by duplicates during periods of instability caused by handoffs. When sending and receiving both UDP and TCP traffic, the connections are not interrupted, and the loss is minimal when a mobile client roams.
As expected, a short interruption happens when the access point serving the client or its closest Internet gateway suddenly crashes. In such a cases, the system recovers, and within a few seconds is able to reroute packets through the network.
The management overhead of the mesh network grows linearly with the number of clients, in the worst case at a rate of about 2Kbps per client. This overhead does not depend on the amount of data the mobile clients send or receive. As opposed to the wireless intra-domain overhead which depends on the number of clients, the inter-domain overhead is directly proportional to the number of connections each client has. Considering that the capacity of 802.11 wireless networks is in the order of tens of Mbps, we conclude that the management overhead of SMesh is reasonable.
FUTURE WORK
Techniques such as multi-radio multi-channel mesh configuration, network packet aggregation, and route diversification, can help scale SMesh with the number of real-time flows. However, SMesh itself needs to evolve to take advantage of such capabilities. For example, while working in 802.11 infrastructure mode allows adjacent access points to use noninterfering 802.11 channels, SMesh requires clients to operate on a single wireless channel. With a multi-radio multi-channel mesh configuration, SMesh could allocate different channels and radios to different clients and its own internal mesh traffic, sharing information between mesh nodes to facilitate optimal allocation.
Another important aspect that requires additional research is security in wireless mesh networks and SMesh in particular. At the client level, SMesh should provide authentication and confidentiality. At the mesh level, mesh nodes should authenticate themselves before being able to participate on the mesh, and packets flowing throughout the mesh should remain confidential. While SMesh can support some preshared key security mechanisms such as WEP in its current form, it does not support more elaborate mechanisms that generate a perclient encryption key. Rekeying is an important factor that can impact handoff performance if done autonomously by a mesh node and close to a handoff. Note that taking security measures in SMesh alone cannot prevent all types of attacks to SMesh clients. For example, one can install an unauthorized access point (rogue AP) as part of an existing wireless network, and start handing out IP addresses to associating clients. SMesh is also vulnerable to these kinds of attacks and would require a parallel intrusion detection system as part of a full-fledge solution.
Ultimately, a Byzantine-resilient wireless mesh network is necessary to secure a wireless mesh. For example, a compromised mesh node that participates in forwarding data for many clients can do targeted attacks or disrupt the functionality of the routing protocol on the mesh network by sending bogus route updates. Awerbuch et al. proposed a Byzantine ad hoc on-demand routing protocol which relies on identifying the bad links and routing around compromised nodes [Awerbuch et al. 2002] . A more theoretical approach is taken by Amir et al. proving the feasibility of authenticated throughput-efficient routing in the presence of malicious insiders [Amir et al. 2009 ]. An overview of efforts made in this area is provided by Hu and Perrig [2004] . Applying these techniques in practical systems remains an interesting open research problem.
CONCLUSION
This article presented the design, implementation, and evaluation of SMesh, the first seamless 802.11 wireless mesh network with fast handoff that supports real-time applications, such as interactive voice over IP, without any degradation in quality of service. The handoff is transparent for the mobile client, and the entire mesh network is seen by the client as a single, omnipresent access point.
Fast handoff is achieved by using multicast groups to coordinate decisions between access points and between Internet-connected access points to seamlessly transfer connections as the mobile clients move throughout the mesh. We also optimized the use of the wireless medium by shortcutting wireless hops through wired connections.
We demonstrated the efficiency of our protocols through live experiments in a 18-node deployment. Our approach achieves very good results, allowing unmodified mobile clients to roam freely throughout the wireless coverage area of the mesh network without any interruption in service. We quantified the overhead and demonstrated that it is small compared to the data traffic.
The SMesh system is fully functional and available as open-source at smesh.org.
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